
 

International Pet Food Company Limited 

 International Pet Food Ltd. (International Pet Food Company Limited - IPF), was established on 30th January 2003, one 

of 98 companies under the company’s CPF Charoen Pokphand Food Co., Ltd. (Thailand). The company is located in 

Kaeng Khoi district, Saraburi province. IPF produce and distribute dietary supplements for pets: 95% for dog and 5% for 

cat supplement. Our product is divided into two groups: 20% Sterilize Meal and 80% Snack. Under snack groups are 

separate into 2 types: 77% soft snack and 3% hard snack. IPF has its own brand under the name of JerHigh brand which 

is recognized from Euromonitor in 2010 as 35th rank best sellling snacks in the world market. JerHigh distribution share are 

52% in international market and 48% in Thailand.  

Strategic Planning   

 In order to achieve the CPF vision, strategies, 

purposes and mission, IPF use a framework for strategic 

planning both short and long term. The short-term 

framework is set for 1 year and is used to measure and 

evaluate performance in the annual Target Setting for 

staff at all levels. Leading MYPIs program is used to 

manage performance. The long-term framework is 

set for 5 years and is based on changes the pet 

food business. 

 The Strategic Planning Process (SPP) of IPF is conducted by PVMV of CPF as a driver. An 

important objective to IPF Board is the policy and the strategic direction of the mother 

company (CPF-CEO). SLT/LT review PVMV of IPF using data from the past five years to the 

present. SLT/LT reviews the data and the information from various sources including the 

strategic challenges & strategic advantages and historical data to determine the risk of blind 

spots. To set the strategic objective balance for short and long term five aspects of BSC are 

followed: (1) finance, (2) customer, (3) productivity, (4) workforce and (5) sustainability. For 

example, BSC of customers needs change over time because of the concerns about 

dog’s health. Knowing that health concern for dogs is important factor in customer 

buying decision making, IPF use this opportunity to build brand in the global market 

by using the Blue Ocean strategy. The strategic advantage of IPF is the equivalent to 

human food standard such as taking into consideration the voice of customer (VOC). 

As the result, the Flexi-Fix product was invented as a nutritional supplement for dogs. 
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It prevents and treats osteoarthritis, strengthens joints, blocks destructive 

enzymes that break down cartilage in the joint and provides the building blocks 

to synthesize new cartilage. Flexi-fix has proved a popular product with our 

market. As well as Flexi-Fix, IPF is constantly developing other innovative 

products.  

 After the strategic objective is made the next step is key goal and action 

plan, which will identify resource needs, the monetary budget and manpower 

budget. Each FIT will have a financial budget plan and human resource plan to 

send to the accountant department for consideration. Also prepared are details 

on cash flow for the feasibility study and financial risks that may affect the 

business. If the project fails to achieve, the plan must be review. A project 

budget exceeding the authority of the IPF Board; 

will be submitted to the Executive Committee of 

CPF for approval. Project managers must 

perform proactive risk management by 

scenario planning which serve to create a 

backup plan to support the changes that will 

occur. Then transfer the plans and goals to all 

employees of 15 FIT. All plans are indicated by 

leading and lagging KPIs, including the 

duration of follow-up. And follow up the 

performance through the PMR meeting and 

monitor via MPIs with your own employees. In 

case the results do not meet target, employees 

will work together to find the solutions and 

correction approach in KM for all divisions to learn 

and adjust to OL. 

 Following the official IPF-PMR monthly 

meeting if an urgent situation occurs, the 

involved 15 FIT will attend the meeting. And 

authoritarian will make a decision immediately 

to find the way to prevent and resolve the 

problem as well as change the related P/WI plan.  
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Customer Focus 

 IPF employ the 2H2C mission strategy (Humanization, Healthy, Convenience, 

and Creation) to create and implement new products and services for our customers.  

 To generate new product idea, IPF separate the process into 2 types: annual 

planning process and unplanned process. Marketing team begin the annual planning 

process by gathering ideas from: 1) SLT (senior leading team) 2) EVP (executive vice 

president) 3)stakeholders expectation survey 4)information from each distribution 

channels 5) product comparison in the market using Canvas Strategies 6) monthly 

market surveys 7) global market trends 8) new production technologies as well as 

new packaging technologies. After all the information are analyzed, the marketing, 

RD and sales team will conclude the direction of new products and number of SKU. 

IPF has have examples of its success each year such as being the first brand in 

Thailand to introduce soft dog snack in a shape of stick that is easy for customer to 

feed their dogs and utilizing zip lock packaging technology to keep product 

freshness for 7 days after opening.  Unplanned process occurs if FIT team received 

information from Bog Bog VOC in the IPFPMR (monthly meeting) that requires 

change immediately in order to be ahead of the market.  

 IPF use information from VOC and customer satisfaction survey to evaluate new 

services to exceed existing customer’s satisfaction and attract new customers. IPF 

has many successful activities such as television production of “Pet Lover by 

JerHigh” television show for all pets lover on channel True Vision 07 since 2004 until 

now. In addition, IPF is the first company that arranges new and innovative activities 

for both dogs and its owner such as Pet Weddings, Dog in Train, Unseen Halloween 

and Watch Movie with JerHigh. From the above mentioned products and service, 

JerHigh dog snack has established itself as the best selling dog snack product in 

Thailand.  

 To create ‘customer come first culture’ in the company, IPF emphasis customer’s 

expectation, VOC, customer treatment to their dogs (feeding behavior) in all markets 

to create employees strong service mind. This service minded appears to every 

department throughout the company and at all levels. Strong service mind 

performance is evaluated with KPI (key performance indicator).  
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 To ensure customer satisfaction, IPF separate customers to 4 types in order to 

create the right service for each customer life:  

 Future customer : IPF need to promote and gain trust from customer by 

participating in major events in both Thailand and International Fairs. 

 New customer : support customers by providing POP material and advertising 

customers store in JerHigh monthly magazine.   

 Current customer : IPF helps customer to decorate their stores and shelf space 

to create a more appeal looking stores.  

 Former customer : IPF will keep in touch with customers and try to understand 

their need to bring the customer back to do business with IPF again. 

 Voice of customer is a key value for IPF. Each year the company will have 

strategic planning meeting (SPP) to create action plan and KPI for next year to find a 

better way to listening to our customers. Currently, IPF provide various way to 

listening to customer such as our website www.jerhigh.com, customer call center (02-

6732277), and our facebook page. 
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